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u/pijinglish • Oct 25, 2018

Robert De Niro sent a bomb. Does this point to Q?

www.reddit.com !

This is pure speculation on my part.

So now there have been shittily made bombs sent to the Clintons, Obama, Soros, Holder
(Wasserman Schultz), Brennan (CNN), Waters, Biden, and...De Niro?

The right's pushing hard to baselessly claim that this is a false flag perpetrated by evil liberals,
but of all those targets why would a false flag operation target a celebrity who's barely present
in the public consciousness as a liberal figure? Why would anyone think De Niro is politically
relevant enough that a pipe bomb would accomplish anything?

You know where De Niro's name does come up though?

#QAnon Robert de Niro exposed in sex trafficking along with Harvey Weinstein
#followthewhiterabbit

Jon Voight Blasts Soros, De Niro & Hillary Pizzagate exposed

Marina Abramovic and Robert De Niro at opening of Tribeca Penthouse
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Are we ready to #confirm this yet? Nope. The Podestas are so far notably absent from the list,
though the investigation is admittedly ongoing. But if I had to place a bet, I'm betting whoever
sent out those poorly constructed bombs turns out to be a not too bright, bible thumping Q

monkeybean913 • Oct 25, 2018

No.

Q followers have patiently waited for tribunals to be reinstated. For supreme court justices to be picked.
For alphabet agency heads to be replaced. For information to become public knowledge. They are waiting
for midterms. This isn't Q.
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BobsBarker12 • Oct 26, 2018

He has been caught, here is his van.
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thewho7 • Oct 25, 2018

If there is a conspiracy with these bombs, I’d bet it’s not a left or right winger, just someone wanting to
sow chaos between the two sides.
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Spider__Jerusalem • Oct 25, 2018

If there is a conspiracy with these bombs, I’d bet it’s not a left or right winger, just someone
wanting to sow chaos between the two sides.

Bingo.
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Laragon • Oct 27, 2018

Michael Savage goes on and on about DeNiro a lot but not as much about the Podestas, so that was who I
thought about immediately as soon as it came up. I think the Qanon and Savage Nation audience probably
overlap quite a bit too.
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antoniofreeman • Oct 25, 2018

There is as much evidence that this is perpetrated by a Trump Supporter, as there is a left false flag. Your
post is obviously speculation. To me it it seems like the right have had a lot of momentum of late just
looking at the polls. So the skeptic in me would say why should they do anything to mess that up?
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BobsBarker12 • Oct 26, 2018

There is as much evidence that this is perpetrated by a Trump Supporter, as there is a left false
flag

The MAGABomber's van.
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More replies ˇ

grumpieroldman • Oct 25, 2018

Holy shit.

The fake bombs were a end-run-around to thwart their actual plot.
They were planning a much better executed self-bomb-threat and were going to roll the NPC & Q memes
into as complicit enablers. We were warned about that.

So when they are getting ready to pull the trigger and run their stunt ... agents dump herp-derp bomb
packages into the mail-room and trick them into a false-start before the real fake-bombs show up. Once
the ball is rolling everyone starts to pile-on with their piece of the plan and it's too late to call it off. They
are now committed to executing their plan with the herp-derp bombs.

I just can't quite figure out if Acosta is playing the role of a dope or is actually a dope.
I think he's playing an Oscar-worthy role.
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[deleted] • Oct 25, 2018

Wow, that is next level insane.
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'40 visits and his own office': Jeffrey Epstein's links to Harvard University revealed
in new report

" 38 # $ 1 Comment

Greater Manchester Police ask residents to call police if someone repeats
conspiracy theories

" 4 # $ 1 Comment

Jared Kushner's shadow coronavirus task force used a spreadsheet called 'VIP
Update' to procure PPE from inexperienced Trump allies over legitimate vendors

" 82 # $ 14 Comments

Trump's DNI nominee follows QAnon Twitter. Here's why that's disqualifying. - Our
nation needs an honest broker in the intelligence role, not a highly partisan
conspiracy monger who would preside over the further dismantling of our
intelligence community.
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